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Executive Summary
The goal of this Capstone project was to create a mechanism for identifying buildings of
irregularly high electricity use as targets for financial investment in electricity efficiency
measures that would best serve the University of Pennsylvania from an economic and
environmental standpoint. This mechanism was created by integrating electricity use data from
Penn facilities and electricity supplier PECO into a GIS model of the Penn campus to track
trends in building electricity use. The analysis of campus electricity trends was accomplished by
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creating baselines of average electricity use and comparing each building to these baselines to
target outliers. Five buildings of atypically high electricity use were targeted to receive
comprehensive building audits: Rosenthal, Lewis Hall, Levy Dental, Schattner Center, and the
Old Chemistry Wing. A number of recommendations are also made to the University to further
develop this project in the future including maintaining the currency and accuracy of the
electricity use data within the GIS framework and increasing the frequency with which
individual campus buildings are metered for their electricity use.

.
Introduction
As environmental and energy efficiency awareness increases worldwide, awareness on
the University of Pennsylvania campus is also increasing on the part of students, facilities
managers and the school administration. In 2006, University of Pennsylvania (Penn) President
Amy Gutmann signed the American College and University Presidents Climate Commitment,1
the Penn Undergraduate Assembly voted to support environmentally sound practices on campus2
and the Phase I Report of the Penn Sustainability Plan was completed and released. This
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Sustainability Plan was “commissioned by the Division of Facilities and Real Estate Services
(FRES)...to develop more precise and operationally useful information about the University’s
environmental performance.”3
The main focus of the Sustainability Plan was energy use and environmental performance
of Penn buildings with the general goal of efficiently distributing economic resources to
optimize environmental quality and quality of life.4 That the Sustainability Plan focuses on
energy illustrates that the national trend of rising energy use and cost of building operation in
this country is likewise carried over into Penn’s own operations. The Sustainability Plan outlines
the initial steps Penn is taking toward a commitment to energy reduction: gathering baseline data
on building energy use, conducting detailed audits of three buildings, setting future goals for
environmental quality and identifying objectives to help implement these goals.5 In line with the
Sustainability Plan, this project aims to identify areas where environmental quality is not being
met and to identify buildings on which to target resources as a means of improving Penn’s
current electricity use most efficiently.

Building Energy Auditing
The University of Pennsylvania Sustainability Plan: Phase I Report is an effort to identify
the environmental impact of Penn’s daily operations and energy use. As stated in its introduction,
“[little] is known about the demand-side of the University’s complex consumption. Without
more specific performance and usage information about its buildings and grounds, it will be
difficult to achieve further improvements in environmental performance.”6 The Sustainability
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Plan begins to address this lack of performance and usage information by identifying the
measures already taken by Penn and intensively auditing Huntsman Hall, Hillel at Steinhardt
Hall and the Schattner Center.7 Three different buildings were initially selected as they
represented the campus at large8 in terms of average square footage, date of completion and
building use. Though these buildings may in fact have embodied characteristics similar to the
majority of the campus buildings, they were unable to be audited as they were not metered for
utilities at the time.9
There are two fundamental problems with structuring the Sustainability Plan to rely on
building energy audits: cost and feasibility. A campus wide-environmental management plan
cannot be based on the audit of three buildings alone; yet to audit every building on campus
would take significant time and money and would furthermore be nearly impossible because of
the current lack of utility metering.10 The utilities that need to be tracked are electricity, chilled
water and steam, however this is currently not feasible. “The majority of Penn buildings are not
metered for [all three] utilities and therefore cannot be tracked for [comprehensive] energy
consumption.”11 The average cost of comprehensively auditing a commercial or office building
is estimated to be between $0.10 and $0.15 per square foot.12 A comprehensive energy audit of
the entire campus would therefore cost over $1 million, conservatively. Between the high cost
and lack of utility metering information, a campus-wide comprehensive audit seems improbable
at this time.
This project, therefore, aims to use the electricity information that is available to narrow
down the scope of the buildings to target for energy audits or other further investigation.
Digitally mapping electricity use is an advantage over using traditional numerical data storage
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methods and individual building audits to examine building electricity use. Mapping electricity
use in buildings across the Penn campus can elucidate trends in electricity use based on physical
location, building size or other spatial characteristics. Mapping electricity use from a variety of
perspectives and relationships, in this case, provides an initial audit by creating a number of
baselines of average electricity use and then drawing out those building that vary from these
baselines. This type of digital modeling combined with intentional and directed building energy
audits is an efficient and effective tool to use to create an energy use plan.
Penn’s Environmental Baseline
The main part of the Penn campus lies in University City between 33rd Street and 40th
Street to the East and West, and Chestnut Street, Spruce Street and Civic Center
Boulevard/University Ave to the North and South.
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Figure 1: Campus boundaries by approximate streets (shown in black) and campus buildings (shown in green).

The Penn campus is comprised of 151 buildings, not including the hospitals, which make
up the Penn undergraduate and graduate schools and departments. Penn annually caters to almost
20,000 students.13 The aggregate footprint of the campus buildings covers 12.1 million square
feet, which is divided as such: 24% office space, 21% residence, 19% laboratories and the
remaining 36% includes classroom and study space, and athletic and dining facilities.14 In 2005,
43% of the electricity used by Penn went to operating the campus buildings.15 The costs
associated with electricity use have risen only 9% over the past 10 years16 however as the PECO
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rate caps for electricity generation are set to expire in 201017, the price of electricity per
kilowatt-hour (kWh) is estimated to increase substantially. As it is, Penn spent almost $40
million on electricity alone in 2005.18 When the PECO rate caps expire, even a small increase in
price of electricity per kWh will significantly impact and increase Penn’s energy expenses. The
Penn Sustainability Plan is in place not only to benefit long-term environmental sustainability,
but to also create long-term economic sustainability for the University in relation to energy
expenses.
The most important short-term concern Penn FRES has regarding electricity use is to
keep the current campus demand load at any given time below the peak demand load of the
previous year.19 The rate of electricity use of all the substations combined, measured in
kilowatts, is the peak demand. The university’s monthly electricity bill is made of up electrical
use charges and demand charges.20 This highest one-time peak demand influences PECO’s
monthly demand charge to the University for the entire following year.21 This is called the
Ratchet Demand rate.22 PECO has a 40% ratchet, meaning that it can charge up to 40% of the
cost of the peak demand for the previous year as the demand rate on all monthly bills through the
next year.23 With a high peak demand, the University is assigned by PECO to be a high
electricity user, increasing the base demand rate the University must pay per kWh, and thereby
significantly increasing the overall cost of electricity.24 Penn FRES already has a number of
ways in which they structure electricity usage throughout the campus to decrease this peak
demand including using centralized chiller and ice plants and implementing a re-lamping
campaign.25 These measures resulted in an electricity reduction of 3%, or 12.2 million kWhs, in
2000.26 Creating a more electricity efficient campus will also help to decrease peak demand and
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save money in the future. For example, the Facilities Department of the University of Cincinnati
launched a Peak Load Management Project in 2006 to decrease its peak electricity load.27 The
implementation of this project reduced the University’s electricity usage by 9 million kWh and
saved $562,000 in its first year.28 On top of these energy and cost savings, the University
estimates to have reduced its emissions by: 70,700 pounds of nitrogen oxide, 19.4 million
pounds of carbon dioxide, and 180,000 pounds of sulfur dioxide.29 Penn can create similar
economic and environmental results by increasing energy efficiency in campus buildings; it can
accomplish this task efficiently through the use of GIS to map and target those buildings that
most need maintenance.
Introduction to GIS
GIS [Geographic Information System] is a computer system for capturing, storing,
checking, integrating, manipulating, analyzing and displaying data related to positions on the
Earth's surface.30 In other words, is it a digital mapping software program that has built-in
analytical capabilities. Data is captured in GIS is much like it is captured in Microsoft Excel.
Rather like an Excel spreadsheet is made up of rows and columns, a GIS attribute table is made
up of records and fields. In GIS, unlike in Excel, each record is geographically linked to its
relative longitudinal and latitudinal coordinates on the Earth’s surface, resulting in a database
that can be displayed visually via a map using these coordinates. [Appendix A]
Ultimately, all data in GIS is stored by means of a shapefile, which is similar to a
Windows folder that stores a number of files inside it. “An ESRI shapefile consists of a main file,
an index file, and a dBASE table.”31 The main file describes the shape of the mapped feature,
whether that be a line, a point or a polygon. The dBASE is the component that stores the GIS
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attribute table.32 The dBASE can be exported into an Excel spreadsheet, and a spreadsheet can
likewise be imported into a dBASE and can subsequently be viewed as an attribute table.

Figure 2: Shapefile component files: .shp, .sbn, .prg, .dbf, .sbx.

While shapefiles store and control the basic data that comprises a project, layers in which
this data is manipulated, analyzed, excluded or calculated can be created and saved without
changing the original shapefile. [Appendix B]. This capability was essential to this project, as it
was carried out through creating many different layers in which to view the Penn campus data
and then overlaying them upon one another to flush out themes and relationships between Penn
buildings’ electricity use, location on campus, square footage, connectivity and time of use.
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Layers can also be exported to create new shapefiles. In this case, the way in which the
data was viewed in the particular layer, before being exported, is the way in which data will be
permanently stored in the new shapefile.
Purpose
The purpose of this Capstone project is to create a relevant and applicable framework
which can be expanded for Penn FRES and administrators to use as a tool to better the
University’s environmental management plan. The ultimate goal is to enable Penn to have a
mechanism to identify buildings of overall highest electricity use, buildings which use electricity
at an above average rate in relation to their size or type and buildings in which financial capital
investment in electricity efficiency measures would best serve the university.
The data for this project was stored and mapped using a software program called ArcGIS.
Data was first obtained from a number of sources and then transformed to be able to integrate it
into the basic data management framework in ArcGIS. This transformation included importing
Excel spreadsheets directly into ArcGIS in some cases, and in others manually manipulating
spreadsheets to the desired format before importing them. The data was then organized within
ArcGIS to ensure the proper record and field alignment to create the various basic maps and
layers that were ultimately used in the analysis. To carry out the data analysis, a number of
layers showing the various components of the data were overlaid on top of one another to elicit
relationships, patterns and anomalies in building electricity use. These relationships that were
identified include seasonal and temporal relationships and size and building use relationships.
Finally, suggestions are made for future analysis to interpret the causes of and responses to
project findings.
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GIS in Environmental Management
The GIS system used for this Capstone project was ArcGIS (ArcView) version 9.2
developed by Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI). GIS technology can be used for
scientific investigations, resource management, and development planning.33 Traditional areas
of GIS application in environmental management have included mapping species population and
migration, storm water runoff and other drainage patterns, and mapping geological formations.34
For the purposes of this project, the most important aspects of the GIS system are its inherent
analytical capabilities, its use to help visualize change over time, and its use as an important tool
for display and presentation.35
“Natural resources—whether terrestrial, marine, or atmospheric—are finite, and the
measurement and management of these resources are gaining importance as increased demands
are put upon them.”36 This project does not aim to track a natural resource but rather the use of a
utility, electricity. Tracking electricity using GIS creates a tool for the purpose of environmental
management. Being able to identify where electricity is being used and to what extent it is being
used is important on economic, environmental and efficiency levels. Both an enormous amount
of natural resources goes into electricity generation, and an enormous amount of money goes
into purchasing this electricity. In the United States, buildings account for 68% of electricity
consumption.37 This staggering figure illustrates the fundamental reason why this project aims
to identify and track electricity use for the buildings of the Penn campus. Mapping this
consumption has the potential to increase electricity efficiency by identifying buildings and areas
of highest electricity use on which to focus resources and reduction measures. Increasing
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efficiency and decreasing demand can, in turn, reduce natural resource consumption through
electricity generation and reduce the cost of obtaining electricity to the University.
GIS in Utility Tracking
In the case of Penn’s electricity use, most campus buildings are metered for their
electricity use. FRES employees read these meters once a month and this data is stored using
Excel and kept by FRES operations managers. Because Excel has no visual capabilities,
comparing monthly electricity usages for any particular buildings must be done manually and
numerically. Though it is simple enough to go through and compare the kWhs used from month
to month by any one building, a much more convenient and aesthetically significant measure of
this change is to track it via a GIS map. This can be done on an individual building-by-building
basis. It can also be done using a group of buildings or using every building on the entire Penn
campus.
As shown below and detailed later, in GIS the campus buildings can be drawn on a
3-Dimensional map and their heights can be assigned relative to the amount of electricity they
use.
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Figure 3: Campus buildings extruded to their relative heights based on YTD electricity use.

This visual display is much more striking and creates a more significant impact than a
numerical comparison with no visual characteristics. This display accurately shows the amount
of electricity that the University of Pennsylvania Hospital uses over the course of one year as
compared to the other buildings on campus. Displaying data in a 3-Dimensional manner such as
this has a more significant effect than presenting a spreadsheet of numbers or even a flat
2-Dimensional map. The tangible display of the hospital’s electricity use, for example, is a
powerful tool for conveying this information to administrators and University officials who lack
a working knowledge of the fundamental electricity use data.
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Also because Excel has no spatial reference capabilities, Excel cannot be used to infer
relationships of electricity use based on physical location or based on physical connectivity;
again, reason to use GIS for this type of data analysis. This is only one example of how data in
GIS can be analyzed and manipulated in a number of ways that would be otherwise impossible
in Excel. Another added benefit of using GIS to store electricity data from Penn’s buildings is
that GIS can perform all of the functions that are included in Excel, on top of its own addition
capabilities. It is simply more convenient to store this type of tracking data in a GIS shapefile
rather than an Excel spreadsheet, because of ArcGIS’s analytical capabilities and because the
data can be easily brought into a map or manipulated via GIS tools.
Methods
Compiling Data
The first component of the Capstone project was to gather data on the University’s
electricity use, format this data to be able to integrate it within ArcGIS and then further develop
it. It was initially unclear how feasible it would be to collect each building’s electricity use for
the entire campus. This task was undertaken by contacting Penn FRES and meeting with FRES
Operations employees to both examine the available data and to identify the possible services
this project could provide to FRES through the course of its development and completion. FRES
Operations Engineering Manager Peter Zeitz, FRES Cost Engineer Eric Swanson and FRES
Senior Facilities Planner Daniel Garofalo were contacted and met with to discuss the objectives
of the Capstone project. They made the University’s electricity information available and
provided information about the way electricity is managed for the campus.
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It is important to address the issue of electricity router stations, or substations, on the
Penn campus. Almost every building on the Penn campus is fed electricity through one of seven
campus substations. There are 49 buildings on campus that receive electricity directly from
PECO rather than via a substation.38 These buildings were not included as a part of this project
because, as they are metered and kept track of separately, they were not included in the data that
was made available by Penn FRES. Only Penn campus buildings that are metered for electricity
by FRES were included in the data used to complete this project. Of the seven campus
substations, buildings are directly connected to five, one is routed indirectly through another
substation, and one feeds electricity only to the University chiller station. The locations of the
substations are shown on the map below, and Table 1 lists them here.
Substation
Substation 1
Substation 2
Substation 3
Substation 4
Substation 5
Substation 6
Substations 7a and 7b
College Hall Substation
Table 1: Substation Locations39
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Location
Subbasement of Stemmler Hall
37th and Spruce just southwest of Steinberg
Hall, Dietrich Hall
32nd and Sansom, Northeast of LRSM
Basement of Harnwell Building
Stellar Chance Laboratory
38th and Sansom in the Mod 6 Parking garage
Mod 7 (chilled water) plant
College Hall

Figure 4: Campus substation locations (shown in yellow).

FRES Operations Manager Peter Zeitz and FRES Cost Engineer Eric Swanson provided
a spreadsheet of electricity use per building per month and total year-to-date (YTD) electricity
use per building from July 2006 through June 2007. Data from a number of other sources was
also acquired to begin to develop the GIS modeling framework. These sources include Penn
Design Professor Dana Tomlin, the Penn FRES website and PECO’s online toolkit and
electricity use database ‘E-Valuator’.
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Integrating and Organizing Data
All of the data for this Capstone project is stored in one of two shapefiles:
CampusBuildings, which stores all features of the individual buildings, and Substations, which
stores all features of each substation. Hereafter shapefiles are referred to by their names in
italics.
The project was started with two shapefiles, one of the street network, PhillyStreets, and
one of the buildings, PhillyBuildings, in University City. These shapefiles are both shown below.

Figure 5: Map of University City, display of buildings and streets in PhillyStreets and PhillyBuildings shapefiles.
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These shapefiles and others are publicly available from Pennsylvania Spatial Data Access
(PASDA), however in this instance they were obtained from Penn Design Professor Dana
Tomlin. Professor Tomlin’s shapefiles had already been cropped to show only the University
City area rather than the larger Philadelphia region.
The following procedure was used to integrate the data obtained from Professor Tomlin
and the data obtained from other sources into the newly created polygonal [Appendix C]
shapefiles, CampusBuildings and Substations. Campus Buildings is shown below.

Figure 6: Map of CampusBuildings shapefile, showing the buildings that make up the Penn campus.
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Step One
University City buildings from PhillyBuildings were further cropped to show only those
buildings that are part of the Penn campus, and then these buildings were reproduced in the
CampusBuildings shapefile. This was done by selecting the records from PhillyBuildings that
roughly fell within the Penn campus boundaries. These records were then copied and pasted into
CampusBuildings. At this point the relevant data contained in the CampusBuildings shapefile
included only a unique FID number for each record, of which there were 114 records, or
buildings.
Step Two
Step One created the shapefile framework into which the following data was integrated
and organized in CampusBuildings: building name and Penn ID number, YTD kWh totals per
building, monthly kWh totals per building for August 2006 and February 2007, each building’s
substation and square footage, monthly substations totals for August 2006 and February 2007
and the hourly substation usage during July 8, 2006 for the buildings connected to Substation 3.
Each building’s usage per square foot was also calculated using the YTD electricity usage for
each building and its square footage. This calculation was exported for each building into an
individual field, ‘YTDFootage’ within the attribute table.
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Figure 7: CampusBuildings attribute table showing the various horizontal records (buildings) and vertical fields
(building characteristics).

A new field was created for each characteristic that was added to the CampusBuildings
attribute table. This process can be likened to adding columns in an Excel spreadsheet. The data
was copied and pasted or manually input into the attribute table fields, or columns, and made
sure that each characteristic, such as name, was aligned with the correct building record, or row.
Step Three
Another new polygonal shapefile, Substations, was also created. To this shapefile, the
records corresponding to the seven substation buildings from the CampusBuildings attribute
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table were copied and pasted. Like CampusBuildings, Substations was initially void of data
except for the seven records, one for each substation, and the unique FID number corresponding
to each. The following data was added to the Substations shapefile: each substation’s PECO
meter number, YTD kWh totals per substation, monthly kWh totals per substation from June
2006 through June 2007, and the hourly usage of Substation 3 for every hour of July 8, 2006.

Figure 8: Substations attribute table.

Step Four
The following project analysis was completed using the data listed above. Integrating this
data together created the framework to display layers of maps to highlight various aspects of the
University’s electricity use. Displaying various layers can mean creating one layer that shows
each building’s electricity use for March 2007, another that shows each building’s square
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footage, another that shows the substation that each building is connected to and so on. Then
these layers can be viewed on top of one another on the same map. These layers and others were
used to create the following evaluations and relationship analyses: buildings with overall highest
electricity use, buildings with highest use in winter versus buildings with highest use in summer,
buildings with highest electricity use by square foot, one substation’s electricity over the course
of one day, and one building’s electricity use over the course of one year.
Data Accuracy
Because the data components that were integrated into CampusBuildings and Substations
came from a variety of sources, the data is variable in its accuracy. The data sources include
Penn Design Professor Dana Tomlin, the Penn FRES representatives and website and PECO’s
‘E-Valuator’ tool.
The most accurate of the data that was used for this Capstone is likely to be the electricity
use information on the substation level that was obtained through PECO's 'E-Valuator' tool and
the data within the initial shapefiles, PhillyBuildings and PhillyStreets. The PECO ‘E-Valuator’
tool is automatically measured and uploaded by computer and therefore not subject to human
error. The only problem encountered with the PhillyBuildings and PhillyStreets shapefiles was
that, as they were created a number of years ago, they were missing some of the newer building
footprints. Buildings that were not included in these original shapefiles were simply drawn or
copied into CampusBuildings manually. The only disadvantage of drawing buildings in manually
is that their building footprints are then not necessarily displayed accurately relative to their size.
Though an accurate square footage was still coded for these buildings, this same accuracy is not
necessarily shown visually. Therefore for a number of the buildings that were manually drawn,
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their shape on the map may show them as smaller or larger than they truly are, however the
square footage that information input into the attribute table is accurate to their true size. It is
only the visual display that is affected in this circumstance.
The data components that are likely to be the weakest are the square footage information
and the building electricity use data provided by Penn FRES. These are the two components that
are either subject to human error through manual collection and recording or are sometimes
estimated, according to FRES Cost Engineer Eric Swanson.40 There were some instances in
which the same data obtained from PECO's online E-Valuator and Penn FRES did not match up.
For instance the substation YTD totals obtained from FRES for July 2006 - June 2007 did not
match the PECO totals for the same time period. Though these two numbers were close, they did
not match exactly. The PECO YTD values were the ones that were used for this project, as they
are more likely to be accurate.
Finally, there are two issues of data accuracy in terms of the electricity router stations.
Substation 6 is routed through Substation 3 and Substations 7a and 7b feed electricity only to the
chiller plant. In terms of this project, this means that because neither Substation 6, nor
Substations 7a or 7b are connected to campus buildings directly and their electricity use is not
measured through the course of modeling building electricity use. Substations 6’s electricity use
is captured indirectly through tracking the buildings that are connected to Substation 3. This
problem was overcome by essentially pretending there was no substation 6. Any buildings
connected to Substation 6 through Substation 3 were simply coded as if they were connected to
Substation 3 directly. As far as taking into consideration Substation 7a and 7b’s electricity uses,
however, a solution has not yet been found. The way in which this project is structured fails to
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account for the electricity that is fed to Substation 7 because it is never metered through any
building electricity or chilled water meter. I simply acknowledge that the chiller plant, in general,
accounts for about 7% of total campus electricity use41, and so far in this project, this 7% is not
included through modeling the campus buildings’ electricity uses.
Results
Overlays for analysis
For the analytical part of the Capstone project, the relationships between the data and the
various ways in which to look at parts of the data were examined and evaluated. The following
five relationships were drawn out to analyze and identify themes and anomalies in electricity use
on Penn’s campus.
Highest (YTD) electricity using buildings
A map was created to show the total amount of electricity used by each building on
campus within the time period June 2006 through June 2007. The display was then organized
such that the total electricity use was categorized into five classes of relative electricity use, and
a distinguishing color was assigned to the buildings within each category for a total of five
colors.
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Figure 9: Buildings displayed by their YTD electricity use (highest users shown in pink).

The thirty highest use buildings were selected in the attribute table and a map showing only these
buildings in color was created.
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Figure 10: The thirty buildings with highest YTD electricity usage (shown in pink).
Highest Electricity Using Buildings
(highest to lowest)
HUP
Biomedical Research Building 2
Huntsman Hall
Medical Education Building
Clinical Research Building
Biomedical Research Building 1
Johnson Pavilion
Wistar Institute
Medical School (John Morgan)
3401 Walnut
Sansom Commons
Vagelos Labs
Van Pelt Library
Life Sciences Building
Veterinary HUP
Table 2: 30 Highest Use Buildings
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Old Chemistry Wing
Vet School (Rosenthal)
Towne School
DRL
Franklin Building
Anthropology Museum
Steinberg Conference Center
New Vet (Hill Pavilion)
Richards Buildings
Lewis Hall
Gimbel/Pottruck Gym
Harrison (Hi-Rise South)
Blockley Hall
McNeil Building
Quadrangle

Though it is important to identify these highest use buildings overall, for the purpose of
analysis some of these buildings were excluded, such as the Penn Hospital, that were above a
threshold of high electricity use as compared to the average building on campus. These buildings
were excluded on the suggestions of Professor Tomlin and the Penn FRES representatives, as
these buildings’ constant high electricity use would have overshadowed the irregular outlying
buildings and trends that this project sought to identify. The mean YTD amount of electricity
used by the buildings in this project was 1724357 kWh, and the median was 1288801 kWh; as a
method of excluding the extreme high use buildings, those buildings that fell outside of the 2
standard deviation threshold for electricity use in relation to all of the buildings on campus.
These are examples of calculations that can be done easily using GIS software. This standard
deviation threshold fell at 7368234 kWh, and there were 10 buildings at or above this threshold.
These excluded buildings are listed below. These buildings were excluded for the whole of the
analyses.

Building Name
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania
Biomedical Research Building 2
Huntsman Hall
Medical Education Building
Clinical Research Building
Biomedical Research Building 1
Johnson Pavilion
Wistar Institute
Med School (John Morgan)
3401 Walnut

YTD Electricity June 2006-June 2007 (kWh)
81054688
25778385
10265137
9515565
9503686
9188608
8925454
8628720
7754220
7334400
Table 3: Excluded 10 buildings with highest YTD electricity use totals.
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The remaining buildings were displayed in a map and divided into five equal categories
of electricity use. Then only those buildings that fell within the highest category (shown below in
red) and the lowest category (shown below in green) were selected and displayed below.

Figure 11: Highest 1/5 and lowest 1/5 (with excluded buildings) electricity users.

Of the buildings that fell within the average range of YTD electricity use on Penn’s
campus, the following buildings were at the high and low ends:
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Highest Electricity Users
(highest to lowest)
Sansom Commons
Vagelos Labs
Van Pelt Library
Life Sciences Building
Veterinary HUP
New Chemistry Wing
Veterinary School (Rosenthal)
Towne School
DRL
Franklin Building
Anthropology Museum
Steinberg Conference Center
New Vet School (Hill)
Richards Buildings
Lewis Hall
Gimbel/Pottruck Gym
Harrison Hi-Rise
Blockley Hall

Lowest Electricity Users
(highest to lowest)
Parking Garage #14
Mayer Dorms
Palestra
Kings Court
Music Building
Caster Building
Weightman North
Weightman South
Fels Building
Colonial Penn Center
Parking Garage #26
Wayne Hall
St. Mary’s Church
White Training House
Carriage House
3611 Locust
Morgan Arts Building
McNeil Early American Studies Building

Table 4: Highest 1/5 and lowest 1/5 buildings.

The high electricity users identified above are those that are not extremely high users,
like the Penn hospital, but rather those that are at the high end of general electricity use on
campus. The extreme high users that were earlier excluded represent those buildings that, due to
size or type of use, are most likely to always be high electricity users. These high buildings,
however, would be good targets for electricity retrofitting measures, as they remain within the
average electricity use for all buildings on campus, and because they do use a high enough
amount of electricity over the course of the year that the financial benefits of investment in
efficiency measures are likely to be paid off. Of the high user buildings, Rosenthal (new Vet
school) and Lewis Hall (Law school) are two buildings that should specifically be targeted for
energy audits or further investigation. The two buildings are anomalies on the list of high users
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because of their size and type. The other buildings on the high user list can be categorized as
either laboratories, which typically use more electricity per square foot than other similar
buildings,42 or they are larger than 100,000 square feet, their size accounting for their high
electricity use. Rosenthal and Lewis, however, fall into neither of these categories. These
buildings use more electricity than average, or expected, given their size and building type and
make good specific targets for a comprehensive energy audit.
Winter versus Summer Usage
The Penn campus uses more electricity as a whole in the summer than in the winter. The
lowest billing month of electricity use is February, while the highest billing month of electricity
use is August. One layer showing each building’s electricity use in February and another
showing each building’s electricity use in August were created to analyze this seasonal
discrepancy in electricity use on a building-by-building basis.
Similar to the evaluation of the highest use buildings on campus, the buildings in each of
the winter and summer maps were divided into five categories of electricity use and only those
buildings that fell into the highest use categories for each of the layers was selected. Another
map showing only the top category for both August 2006 and February 2007 was created. Those
buildings that were highest electricity users in August 2006 are shown in red, those buildings
that were highest electricity users in February 2007 are shown in blue, and those buildings that
were highest electricity users in both August and February are shown in purple. The table below
also identifies the buildings in all three categories.
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Figure 12: Highest seasonal users (highest in February shown in blue, highest in August shown in red, highest in
both months shown in maroon).
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Highest users August 2006
(highest to lowest)
Franklin Field
Levy Dental
McNeil Building
Gimbel/Pottruck Gym
Steinberg Conference Center
Schattner Center
Richards Building
Old Chemistry Wing

Highest Users February 2007
(highest to lowest)
Sansom Commons
Harnwell (Hi-Rise East)
Moore School
Blockley Hall
Lewis Hall
Quadrangle
Meyerson Hall
Ice Rink

Highest Users Both
(highest to lowest)
Vagelos Labs
Van Pelt Library
New Chemistry Wing
Life Sciences Building
VHUP
Vet School
Hollenbach Center
DRL
Franklin Building
Anthropology Museum
Towne Building

Table 5: Highest users from August 2006 and February 2007.

The list of highest users in both August 2006 and February 2007, not surprisingly, reads
much like the list of highest users identified earlier. However, some trends are revealed when
evaluating the buildings that use the highest amount of electricity during these two months
individually. For instance, some of the highest electricity using buildings in February but not
August are dorms and residence halls. One very obvious reason is that these buildings are not
occupied, or are not as heavily occupied, during the summer. However, identifying these
buildings as highest electricity users during the winter season presents the opportunity for Penn
administrators to take electricity efficiency measures in the form of behavioral education rather
than technological improvements. An effort on the part of the university to education students on
electricity-saving measures they can take themselves in their dorms and residences can help the
university save electricity and money. This type of effort can come in the form of emails, posters,
seminars or webinars. The investment the university would have to make to organize a number
of education programs would be minimal as compared to the investment of upgrading lighting or
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heating technology, yet the payback for raising electricity efficiency awareness on the part of the
students may be surprisingly high.
Three surprising buildings that show up as highest electricity users in this analysis are
Levy Dental building, the Schattner Center and the Old Chemistry Wing of the chemistry
laboratory building. These three buildings are among the highest eight users during August 2006.
Both buildings have relatively low square footage, below 100,000 square feet each, meaning that
cooling a large area is not the main reason why these buildings are high users in the summertime.
Possible reasons why these two buildings had high electricity usages in August could involve
building age and lack of proper weatherization or increased use during the summer. These three
buildings, as electricity use anomalies, are good targets for comprehensive energy audit
candidates.
Building Electricity Use per Square Foot
Though it is important to identify those buildings that generally use the highest amount of
electricity over any given time period, it may be more telling to evaluate a building’s electricity
use in relation to how big the building is, or its square footage. A very large building, like the
Penn Hospital, will obviously use a large amount of electricity in total, but it will not necessarily
use a large amount of electricity when normalized by its size. There are also a number of
buildings that have a very small square footage and yet use a relatively high amount of electricity.
These are other examples of electricity use anomalies that are very helpful to identify when
deciding on which buildings to complete an energy audit, and where to spend financial capital
retrofitting non-efficient buildings.
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ArcGIS’s built in ‘normalize’ capability was used to create this analysis, as it divides one
field by another. In the case of calculating electricity use per square foot, the normalize feature
divides YTD total electricity use by building square footage. This calculation was performed and
then the results were exported into their own separate field within the attribute table.
A map was created of the total building use over the year time period, and this total use
was normalized by the building square footage. This created a map of building electricity use per
square foot. Then the buildings were divided into five categories and the buildings that fell into
the highest category were highlighted below in pink. These buildings are identified in the table
below.

Figure 13: Highest users per square foot (shown in pink).
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Highest Electricity Users per Square Foot
Cyclotron
Vet School (Rosenthal)
Betatron
Biomedical Research Building 2
Vagelos Labs
Edison Electric Energy Center
Johnson Pavilion
Clinical Research Building
Moore School
Duhring Wing of the Furness Building
Furness Building
Life Sciences Building
Sansom Commons
Old Chemistry Wing
3401 Walnut

Electricity Used Per Square Foot (kWh)
196
83
83
67
66
65
55
47
46
46
46
45
42
42
42

Table 6: Highest electricity users per square foot.

In this case all of the buildings on the Penn campus were included to be analyzed for
their electricity use per square foot, rather than immediate exclude the extremely high total
energy users. A number of these high electricity use buildings appeared on the list of highest
electricity users per square foot, however more interesting are those buildings that are high
electricity users that did not appear on the highest users per square foot list, and those buildings
that are not high total electricity use buildings that did appear on this list. The Penn Hospital is
an example of the former, and the Cyclotron an example of the latter. Though the Penn Hospital
is a high electricity user overall, it only uses 41 kWh per square foot, and though the Cyclotron
building is only 8,122 square feet, it uses 196 kWh per square foot. Also interesting to note is
that the Rosenthal building was the second highest electricity user per square foot. This high
electricity user per square foot illustrates why Rosenthal also appeared as an anomaly on the
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earlier list of high overall electricity users. That the building also appears on this list furthers
pinpoints Rosenthal as a good target for an energy audit, to determine the reason why it uses so
much electricity per square foot and to determine solutions to make it more electricity efficient.
Substation 3 Over the Course of One Day
The benefit of looking at electricity use on the Substation level over the course of a day is
that it provides an idea of the peak hours of electricity use on campus and the electricity use
trends throughout the day. Substation electricity use is tracked directly by PECO, and is
measured every half hour over the course of every day. This constant measurement allows
electricity use on campus to be evaluated at a smaller unit than is allowed when looking at the
individual buildings whose meters are only read once per month. Because individual building
electricity use data for increments smaller than one month is not known nor made available by
Penn FRES, there is no way to visually display the energy that a building uses during the day or
even over the course of the week. If individual building meters were read more frequently than
once per month, building electricity use could be analyzed in more detail and the results of this
electricity use analysis would likely be more significant. However, currently the variations in
electricity usage on an hourly, daily or weekly basis cannot be determined. Tracking electricity
use by an entire substation over the course of one day is the next best thing to create a series of
maps that show how electricity use changes on Penn’s campus over the course of 24 hours.
Substation 3 was chosen for this analysis because there are no extremely high electricity
use buildings connected to this substation, and Substation 3 fell into the middle in terms of total
YTD electricity use when compared to the total YTD electricity use of the other Substations.
Substation 3 therefore offers the most average picture of Substation electricity use
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Time (am)
1am
2am
3am
4am
5am
6am
7am
8am
9am
10am
11am
12noon

Electricity use (kWh)
9688
8502
8617
8675
8686
8559
9308
9469
9873
10184
10368
10379

Time (pm)
1pm
2pm
3pm
4pm
5pm
6pm
7pm
8pm
9pm
10pm
11pm
12am

Electricity use (kWh)
9884
9469
9515
9457
9354
9273
9181
8997
12199
12142
11934
11911

Table 7: Substation 3 electricity use over the course of July 8, 2006.

The peak times of electricity use for Substation 3 are 10am - 12noon and 9pm - 1 am.
There is a steady increase in electricity use during the day between 7am and 12noon and then an
almost steady decrease between 12noon and 8pm. There is a significant jump in electricity use
between 8pm and 9pm and then another steady increase in electricity use between 9pm and 1am.
The increase in electricity use throughout the morning can be attributed to the increased use of
the building between 7am and 12noon. The significant jump in electricity use between 8pm and
9pm corresponds to the time over which PECO electricity rates switch from peak rates to
non-peak rates.43 This spike in electricity use between 8pm and 9pm illustrates a cost efficiency
measure that Penn FRES has already taken. FRES intentionally delays high electricity use
activities in buildings, such as making ice, until night when non-peak electricity rates apply
rather than during the day when peak electricity rates apply.44 During the daytime peak of
electricity use by Substation 3, it is interesting to note that rather than show high electricity use
during business hours as might be expected, electricity use actually decreases between the
business hours of 12noon - 5pm. The fact that electricity use is highest during the night hours is
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an indication of success of FRES energy management programs, but it is also an indication that
there is less of an opportunity to change human behavior than there is to change the technology
and machinery being used by the buildings connected to Substation 3. Even though high
electricity use activities are taking place at night to save money, there is a significantly higher
amount of the electricity being used at night than at any other time during the day. This is an
indication that there is room for more efficiency in the technology being employed at night.
One Building’s Electricity Use Over the Course of One Year
The same criteria that were initially used to choose the buildings to audit in the
Sustainability Plan were also used to choose the building to track over the course of one year.
These criteria were that the building represent the majority of the buildings on campus in that its
size is between 50,000 and 100,000 square feet, it was built during the 1960s or 1970s and it
serve as an office or instructional area. Meyerson building, home of the Penn Design School,
was chosen. Electricity use in Meyerson was tracked between July 2006 - June 2007 to evaluate
the months of highest and lowest use.
Month
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June

Electricity Use (kWh)
158224
158224
140292
184326
204601
175245
203209
256762
136166
193304
202925
131536

Table 8: Meyerson Hall electricity use from July 2006 - June 2007.

During this time, Meyerson used the most electricity during February and the least
amount of electricity during March. Electricity use is not necessarily higher in Meyerson during
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months in which school is in session, as might be expected. In fact, electricity was highest during
November, January, February and May and lowest during August, September, March and June.
One interesting thing to note here is the significant decrease in electricity from February, one of
the highest months, to March, one of the lowest months. Likewise a significant increase is seen
between January and February, though that is most likely due to increased building use between
winter break and the beginning of the school semester. It is also interesting that electricity use in
Meyerson does not match the overall trend of electricity use on campus being high during the
summer months than the winter months. It is actually the opposite for the specific building.
Possible reasons why Meyerson uses less electricity in the summer include decreased building
use during times when school is not in session, high natural sun exposure providing natural
daylight or efficient layout for keeping the building cool during the summer months.
Suggestions for Future Research
Follow Up on Targeted Buildings
The following buildings are those that have been targeted through the results of this
project as good candidates for comprehensive energy audits: Rosenthal, Lewis Hall, Levy Dental,
Schattner Center, and the Old Chemistry Wing. These buildings stood out because of their
irregularly or surprisingly high electricity use relative to their size, building type or time of use.
In addition to these buildings, the lists of high electricity users and high electricity users per
square foot should be noted by Penn FRES for further investigation, as these are the buildings in
which to invest money to see a greatest return on efficiency measures.
Integrating Other Utilities into GIS Framework
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The GIS framework for modeling building electricity use can easily incorporate other
utilities. Because the framework is already set up to display each building individually as a
record, all that would need to be done to incorporate other utility information would be to create
a new field in the CampusBuilding or Substations shapefiles for each new characteristic to be
added to the description of the buildings, or records. For instance, if and when the Penn campus
buildings are metered for steam, the monthly values can easily be added directly into this
framework by adding a new field for each month's metered measurement. The same can be done
for chilled water or even any additional information relative to energy use such as building age,
type of building use or number of daily users.
Suggestions for Immediate Action
The most important action to take immediately would be to begin to input monthly meter
readings for building electricity use into this GIS framework by saving the information in the
CampusBuildings shapefile as well as the Excel format in which it is already saved monthly.
This would help to keep the framework that was created through this project updated. This
would also allow Penn FRES employees to display current electricity usage information at any
given time. Maintaining the currency of the data in this GIS framework is important as the
University’s environmental management plan is evolving. Being able to refer to updated and
accurate GIS information and create maps for display could help to influence Penn
administrators in determining how the University will respond to increasing energy demands.
Some buildings, such as the dorms, have been identified as having the potential to benefit
from environmental awareness campaigns, while others, such as those in Substation 3, have been
identified as having the potential to benefit from technological upgrades. It would benefit the
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University to first tackle those buildings that may show increased efficiency through user
behavior modification, as implementing an educational program would be the least costly for the
University. Penn may also benefit from implementing a campus-wide electricity efficiency
education program, and by maintaining updates GIS records the effects and benefits of a
program such as this may be easy to model.
Finally, in terms of being able to draw accurate and detailed conclusions about Penn’s
electricity use, it is important to collect individual building electricity use data at intervals more
frequent than monthly. Though this information is available through PECO on the substation
level, this information currently cannot be used by the University as it has to way to attribute
daily or weekly substation electricity use to the individual buildings. The University should
invest in an automated meter reading system because this information is crucial to best analyze
building electricity use trends.
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Appendices
Appendix A
A record represents an individual discrete object in space and a field represents some
characteristic of that record. For example, in this case the record is an individual building on the
Penn campus, and the field is an attribute of that building, like name or square footage. Each
building is captured by its own record, and reach attribute is captured by its own field. The use of
GIS is only applicable to those records that have some spatial component such as address, zip
code, city, area, etc.45 The spatial components of the buildings on Penn’s campus include
location on the street network and area or building footprint.
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As shown above, in this attribute table each record or Penn building is captured with its own
unique FID number, and the characteristics represented by the Shape, Area, Perimeter and
Bldgs_ID fields describe each of the buildings.

Appendix B
A layer is created when the way in which the data is viewed has been altered in some
such way and then saved in that altered state; the layer merely acts as a lens with which to view
the data, yet the computer code stored in the shapefile is not altered through the creation of a
layer. A layer is the means by which various records and fields in an attribute table can be
displayed on a map in GIS. The data can be viewed through many different lenses, or layers, to
highlight various aspects or characteristics individually. In respect to the attribute table above,
one layer can be created to highlight and label the buildings by their name, another to show only
those buildings that have areas larger than 10,000, another to show the buildings whose ID
number fall between 137500 and 138000. A layer can display any or all of the records in an
attribute table, as well as any or all of the fields at one time. Any number of layers can be
displayed on a single map together which provides the opportunity to map or model a variety of
characteristics of a record together. This visualization is significant because it allows data that
would otherwise be unconnected to be related “on the basis of common geography.”46 This
relation can reveal commonalities and relationships among the data that would otherwise be
hidden.47
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Appendix C
Shapefiles can be set to display data as points, lines or polygons. A point shapefile would
be appropriate to show data such as individual address on a county map, or the locations of every
Whole Foods Market in the Philadelphia metro area. A line shapefile would be appropriate to
show streets, railroad or other transit lines. A polygonal shapefile is appropriate when displaying
the area of a spatial feature, such as when displaying soil types in a forest and the physical land
each type covers, or displaying buildings footprints on a small scale such as the Penn campus.
New and blank shapefiles can be created easily through ArcCatalog, the feature of ArcGIS that
organizes all shapefiles to ensure that their individual components remain intact.
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